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This article is one of a series commissioned by Becta across the curriculum which 
aims to inform as many teachers as possible about the benefits of using digital 
learning resources in their teaching.  I am delighted to take this opportunity to try to 
share with you what I see around me as some of the most exciting opportunities to 
use ICT to stimulate learners’ interests in mathematics.  The article expresses my own 
personal opinions.  It is not intended to criticise any of the valuable developments 
taken by individuals, groups, organisations and agencies to provide ICT based 
teaching resources – and I hope it will bring some of what I think are the more 
interesting aspects of them to a wider audience.  It’s just that I’m starting from a 
different viewpoint – shown in the photographs below! 
 

Al is five and a half years old, and has already 
completed four terms at primary school - where he 
is now beginning to use a computer.  So my pre-
Christmas present for the family was a laptop for 
use at his home - with which Al has started to 
explore the interactive world of the BBC’s CBeebies 
website:  
http://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/tommyzoom/gam
es .  Here he is at our house on Christmas morning 
using the touchpad on my smart Samsung Q45 
laptop which he’d never seen before!  He is only 
just starting to read – but seemed to have no 

trouble working out for himself how to print out puzzles and things to colour in, as well 
as how to play games (to an infuriating sound track!).   So the first axiom is that we 
are now truly in a world of “smart learners” who pick up the use of ICT in a way and 
at a speed which leaves us oldies just staggered – and yet we know this is inevitable 
from observing them with video recorders and mobile phones!  That leads into the 
second starting point – the technology itself.  

Mathematics has consistently had a real problem in providing pupil access to 
hands-on use of ICT in lesson time.  Most commonly this has to be arranged by 
booking a computer suite for a whole lesson and arranging a room swap – 
something which certainly conspires against reaching for the appropriate tool at the 
appropriate moment during a normal mathematics lesson.  Some schools provide 
pupil access through having sets of graphical calculators, and others through sets of 
laptops.  More recently attention is being given to the possible use of Personal Data 
Assistants (PDAs) as a means of providing personal access to ICT by pupils.  These 
have the advantage of having a small “foot-print” and thus fitting easily in a bag or 
on a desk.  They also have battery life sufficient to last a full school day, and are 
relatively inexpensive.  On the downside they do not, as rule, run PC style operating 
systems and do not have the specification required to run the sorts of software now 
widely available for mathematics, nor the ability to connect fully to a school 
network.  So before considering pupils’ entitlement to ICT in mathematics I thought it 
useful to review the way the technology is developing to see whether there is some 
light at the end of the tunnel!   
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My own eyes were opened at l
year’s BETT show where Intel reve
their rugged Classmate laptop designed 
for educational use in developing
countries and costing c$200.  Now 
are being sold in huge numbers to 
developing countries such as Nigeria 
and Libya:  

ast 
aled 

 
these 

http://www.reuters.com/article/technol
ogyNews/idUSN3024346620071031 .  A 
more powerful device, the XO – shown 
recently on BBC news - has been 
developed by the One Laptop per C
charity and is being distributed in Afghanistan, Cambodia, Haiti, Mongolia and 
Rwanda this year: 

hild 

http://www.laptopgiving.org/en/explore.php. Again costing $200 
each, US & Canadian donors can buy two – one for home and one for the charity – 
and receive a year’s free T-mobile hot-spot access!  At this year’s Hand-held 
Learning conference in October many of the big developers were giving their 
projections about developments in educational ICT in the next five years.  The 
Samsung presentation is at: http://blip.tv/file/450752.   
The clear message is that we are at the cusp of huge changes in ICT power, 
portability and price.   

So I thought it time to catch up with the smart young things and get myself a 
mobile entertainment device for movies, pictures and music.  But I also wanted 
wireless e-mail, web-browsing, Skype and a camera – and maybe Word, Excel and 
Powerpoint – and, yes, some maths software too.  So I found the baby Sony Vaio.  
It’s also very much a fully featured Windows Vista Business laptop – shown here 
running Cabri 3D!  So my own Christmas present set me back £700:  
http://www.reghardware.co.uk/2007/03/14/review_sony_vaio_vgn-ux1xn/ .   
Although that little Sony is clearly designed for personal, mobile use, it can be 
hooked it up to an external display (like a monitor, data projector or large plasma 
display) and input devices (like a Gyration wireless keyboard and mouse), as well as 
to an Interactive Whiteboard.  So it can be used as the CPU for home/office desk-
top working, for professional development sessions with colleagues, and for 
classroom work with pupils and students. As with any other PC with USB ports, it can 
also be used with data-capture devices such as sensors and cameras. Another neat 
gadget soon to hit the market is the ultra-miniature data projector – so watch this 
space!:   http://www.pcpro.co.uk/news/153237/mobile-phone-projectors-will-
launch-this-year.html    
 
While on the subject of hardware, 
two new hand-held devices have 
recently come on the market.  T
first to be launched was the RM 
Asus mini-book – also known as 
the EeePc.  My loan version has a 
7-inch screen, a Mobile Celeron 
900MHz processor, 512MB of RAM, 
a 4GB solid state hard drive, 
802.11g Wi-Fi, integrated 
webcam, microphone and 
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speakers plus 3 USB ports and a VGA port for £199.  It comes with Linux, and a range 
of good open source software installed, including Open Office – virtual clones of the 
core Microsoft Office products – all for free, as well as a powerful open source 
dynamic geometry package.  See the url below for more information: 
http://crave.cnet.co.uk/laptops/0,39029450,49293351-1,00.htm .  My photograph 
shows it with an Excel spreadsheet file opened, and with an external USB 256 Gb 
hard drive, a wireless mouse and a Vernier Go Temp! sensor attached to the 3 USB 
ports.  Windows XP versions with larger flash drives are expected to be available in a 
month or two with prices under £300.    
 
The other hand-held product is called TI-Nspire from 
Texas Instruments.  This resembles a graphical 
calculator, such as the TI-84 but with a larger screen 
and a redesigned keyboard.  In fact it is a 
dedicated hand-held computer running a package 
called TI-Nspire which is also available for use in a 
Windows PC or hand-held.  This works with 
documents containing a mixture of pages for text, 
calculations, spreadsheets & lists, graphs & 
geometry and for statistics.  Documents can be 
developed on a PC and downloaded to hand-held 
units or vice versa, and exchanged between hand-
helds using a mini USB port which can also be used 
for data-logging with sensors like the temperature probes shown above.  There is 
even an exchangeable keypad shown here which converts the unit into a TI-84.  A 
very attractive introductory offer for teachers is available through Oxford 
Educational: 
https://www.studentcalculators.co.uk/acatalog/Texas_Instruments_TI_Nspire.html.    
 
The most heartening message from this little foray into techno-forecasting is that we 
will not need in future to make compromises about the power, flexibility, speed, 
display and cost of ICT devices.  The greatest challenge will be to harness them – 
inside and outside the school and classroom – in ways which make mathematics an 
attractive subject to learners and which enable them to achieve satisfaction, 
enjoyment and success in responding to mathematical challenges.  For some 
students this may be through the enjoyment of the subject in its own right (the “pure” 
approach) and for others it may be through the uses of mathematics which make 
their world “tick” (the “applied” approach).  I guess most of us would be very happy 
if we could get a bit of both into each learner’s life throughout their time at school 
and/or college!  As well as positive changes in the technology we are also entering 
a period of potentially positive changes in the curriculum and its assessment through 
which teachers and learners of mathematics should be freer to make their own 
decisions about approaches.  An important aspect of the developing school 
curriculum is that it should appear to the learners as “joined up”, and that links 
between subjects are encouraged and developed.  One important current aspect 
of this is the so-called STEM strategy – Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Mathematics – designed to attract more students to continue studies in areas of 
major importance to the future national prosperity.  So this will form the backdrop 
against which we will explore some examples of innovative approaches to the use 
of digital learning resources.   
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1. Aspects of mathematics which ICT brings to life   
In the 1990s the DfES supported Curriculum ICT Support Groups (CITS) bringing 
together subject associations (ATM & MA), Ofsted and what is now Becta.  The 
mathematics group published a document outlining a pupil’s entitlement to access 
to ICT in mathematics – a revised version of which is at: 
http://schools.becta.org.uk/downloads/entitlement_doc/entitle_maths_sec.pdf.  

Mathematics and ICT – opportunities for exploiting the power of ICT 
Listed below are six major ways in which ICT can provide opportunities for 
students learning mathematics: 
1.1 Learning from feedback 
The computer often provides fast and reliable feedback which is non-
judgemental and impartial. This can encourage students to make their own 
conjectures and to test out and modify their ideas. 
1.2 Observing patterns 
The speed of computers and calculators enables students to produce many 
examples when exploring mathematical problems. This supports their 
observation of patterns and the making and justifying of generalisations. 
1.3 Seeing connections 
The computer enables formulae, tables of numbers and graphs to be linked 
readily. Changing one representation and seeing changes in the others helps 
students to understand the connections between them. 
1.4 Working with dynamic images 
Students can use computers to manipulate diagrams dynamically. This 
encourages them to visualise the geometry as they generate their own 
mental images. 
1.5 Exploring data 
Computers enable students to work with real data which can be represented 
in a variety of ways. This supports interpretation and analysis. 
1.6 ‘Teaching’ the computer 
When students design an algorithm (a set of instructions) to make a computer 
achieve a particular result, they are forced to express their commands 
unambiguously and in the correct order; they make their thinking explicit as 
they refine their ideas. 

 
While all the examples shown on the document are still quite valid, I would like to 
add the additional challenge: to make the activity one which is relevant, interesting 
and/or rewarding to pupils you teach.  My own selection is again purely personal but 
is meant to give a flavour of what I mean.  
 
1.1. Feedback - Real-life graphing 
Materials to support this were developed by a group from ATM/MA as part of the 
DfES “KS3 offer” in 2005.  They were distributed to all secondary schools as part of the 
free ATM/MA CD which accompanied the ATM book Integrating ICT into the 
Mathematics Classroom.  Materials are available at: http://www.m-
a.org.uk/key_stage_3/dfes-ks3-lesson-support-materials.htm  
  

Lesson 3: 
Real Life Graphing (Year 8)

Pupils use a CBR to create their own 

Real Life Graphing (core) 
Real Life Graphing (support) 
Real Life Graphing 
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distance-time graphs exploring different 
types of motion and write response to 
questions; pupils collaborate to write the 
"story" for each graph. 

The extension lesson includes calculations of 
speed for particular parts of the graph.  

(extension)  

 

You can see a teacher and a year 8 class using these activities on a Teachers’ TV 
programme: http://www.teachers.tv/video/154 .  There is also a resource review of 
the Calculator Based Ranger (CBR) data-logger:  
http://www.teachers.tv/video/4872 .  The TI version (CBR2) of the data-logger costs 
around £80 – see e.g. 
http://www.studentcalculators.co.uk/acatalog/Accessories.html and runs with a TI 
graphical calculator, or with TI software such as TI-Nspire.  The Vernier version 
(GoMotion!) costs £95 and is compatible with TI calculators and software, but also 
includes Vernier’s Logger Lite software: 
http://www.inds.co.uk/education/gomotion.htm.   
 
1.2. Patterns - Dynamic number line.  http://lgfl.skoool.co.uk/common.aspx?id=657 
 
Number line

The Number line tool offers a dynamic 
environment in which teachers and pupils can 
explore numbers and relationships between 
them.  In its simplest use, number lines can be 
created quickly and easily, and the display can be 
in decimal and/or fractional notation; the 
numbers can also be hidden. A point on the line, 
‘n', can be dragged along the number line and its 
exact position revealed as a decimal to a chosen 
number of decimal places.  Further points can be 
positioned on the line and the environment will 
support pupils to make connections between 
related points on the line and begin to generalise 
about relationships using simple algebraic rules. 
 
Number line User Guide 

Number line Activities (HTML format) 
Number line Activities (MS Word)

  

 

 
The dynamic number line was one of the tools developed for use within the QCA’s 
research project on Algebra and Geometry: “Linking algebraic and geometric 
reasoning with dynamic geometry software” Ruthven, Oldknow, Taylor.  The 
classroom use of a version using the dynamic geometry package, The Geometer’s 
Sketchpad, is shown in the Teachers’ TV programme: Demonstrating dynamic 
geometry: http://www.teachers.tv/video/3080.  The MA has worked with Intel and 
with the London Grid for Learning to develop a freely downloadable Flash-based 
version of the Number Line and Mathematical Toolkit available from: 
http://lgfl.skoool.co.uk/common.aspx?id=657.  The use of this software for exploring 
number patterns is also shown in the Teachers’ TV programme:  
http://www.teachers.tv/video/154 and the resource review: 
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http://www.teachers.tv/video/4872 .  A Linux version is being developed which will 
run on the RM Asus mini-book.  
 
1.3. Connections – slopes, graphs and gradients 
Other KS3 materials on the ATM/MA CD, and the MA website illustrate this well, such 
as “Slopes”:   
http://www.m-a.org.uk/key_stage_3/dfes-ks3-lesson-support-materials.htm  
 

Lesson 4: 
Slopes (Year 7)

Pupils use graphical calculators to 
investigate straight line graphs. The 
extension lesson has pupils using interactive 
geometry software, matching straight line 
graphs onto superimposed pictures of slides 
and staircases. 

Slopes (core) 
Slopes (support) 
Slopes (extension)  

 

The images of road signs are included in the gallery of free photographs on the 
ATM/MA CD – and many more interesting pictures can be obtained from 
http://www.problempictures.co.uk/.  Of course you and/or your pupils can also take 
your own digital photos, or hunt for them on the Internet e.g. with Google Image 
Search.  The use of graphical calculators for straight line graphs is also illustrated in 
the Teachers’ TV programme at: http://www.teachers.tv/video/154. An archived 
article from Micromaths 19/2 can be retrieved as a pdf file by following the link to 
“Mathematics from still and video images” at: 
http://www.atm.org.uk/mt/micromath/mm192oldknowa.pdf
 
1.4. Dynamic Images - finding the centre and radius of a stone bridge arch 

Several mathematics 
packages allow you to 
use a digital image as 
the background for 
dynamic geometry, 
graphing or both.  These 
include Cabri II Plus, 
Sketchpad, Geogebra, 
Autograph and Excel.   

An archived article from 
Micromaths 19/2 can be 
retrieved as a pdf file by 
following the link to: 
“Geometric and 
algebraic modelling with 
dynamic geometry software”:  
http://www.atm.org.uk/mt/micromath/mm192oldknow.pdf  
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Two bridges across the River Cam are visible in the photograph copied into 
Geometer’s Sketchpad.  The further one appears to have a central arch which is 
nearly circular, so the challenge is to use geometric reasoning to determine the 
centre and radius of the arch, to see if a circle does make a good fit and to check 
whether or not the arch is a semicircle. 
The nearer arch looks more like a parabola, so in this case the software can be used 
to investigate dynamically the equation of a good fit.   
 
1.5. Exploring data – weather stations 
The “Weather” KS3 materials on the ATM/MA CD, and the MA website illustrate this 
well:   
http://www.m-a.org.uk/key_stage_3/dfes-ks3-lesson-support-materials.htm  
 

Lesson 6: 
Weather (Year 9)

Pupils compare data from a number of weather stations 
carefully choosing a fairly representative sample.  

They produce graphs and write a report requiring 
interpretation of the graphs. The extension activity asks 
pupils to interrogate weather station historical data.  

Weather (core) 
Weather (support) 
Weather (extension)  

 

In fact live weather data is available from a number of the regional broadband 
consortia, such as: 
http://weather.lgfl.org.uk/  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

.6. `Teaching the computer’ - finding a square root  
ne approach to making mathematics more engaging is through its development 
 the past.  So how about trying to find different ways which people developed to 
alculate square roots – before electronic calculators?  Here are a couple of 
pproaches which don’t involve logarithms. 

) Iteration:  Suppose we want to find the square root of a number N, then we could 
art with the idea of a rectangle of width 1, height N and area N.  We would get a 
squarer” shape by taking a new rectangle whose width is the mean of the previous 
idth and height, and whose height is the area N divided by new width.  This should 
ad to a chain of values wn+1 and hn+1 defined by the rules: 
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wn+1=(wn+hn)/2 , hn+1=N/wn+1 , with w1=1.  Can you use a spreadsheet (e.g. Excel), a 
gramming language (e.g. 

) Construction: A different, geometric, approach was devised by Réné Descartes 

graphical calculator (e.g. TI-84 or TI SmartView), a pro
Logo), dynamic geometry software (e.g. Cabri II Plus) or other ICT tool to implement 
this, to explore whether the approach always converges to an answer, to estimate 
how many steps will be needed for a given accuracy etc.?   
 
b
using a circle and similar triangles – can you find out how this works and implement it 
in dynamic geometry?  
(You could check out:  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Square_root.) 
 
The new TI-Nspire software 
and hand-held unit allows 
several representations to 
appear concurrently – in this 
case a spreadsheet version 

f 

roach (y=N/x). 

-t
pics as examples: (i) quadratic function, (ii) sequences 

. 

 use of an image as the background for modelling both 
lly – in this case using the Geometer’s Sketchpad.  

ery similar approaches are available in both Cabri II Plus and in Geogebra.  The 
test version of Autograph also allows a photograph to be used for the background 
r graphs, as do recent versions of Microsoft Excel.  The free Mathematical Toolkit 
ftware http://lgfl.skoool.co.uk/content.aspx?id=657

of the iterations together 
with a geometric 
interpretation of the 
approach (rectangles o
constant area) and an 
algebraic app
 
 
 
 
 
2.  Using ICT to make hard-to
Here I will explore three to
and (iii) work in 3D
 
2.1. Quadratic function 
In 1.4 above we saw the
geometrically and algebraica

each topics more accessible 

V
la
fo
so  also allows for algebraic 

odelling with both still and moving images.  One likely source of good 
pproximations, is that of 

f 
 video clips. 

m
photographic images showing quadratic functions, or near a
water spouts and fountains.  The Mathematical Toolkit comes with a small library o
both still images and
 



 
 
 
Here a photograph of the public fountains in Tivoli, near Rome, has been loaded in 
and moved so that the origin is in a sensible place.  If we knew an actual 
measurement – such as the height the water reached, then we could adjust the 
scales accordingly.   

ere just a few points have been 

.8 vertically, 
 3 

tex 

an then drag its “sides” down so 
gh 

at the curv

tograph showing an assembly of lots of different 
ss the same trajectory – winds permitting.  Most 

ital camera, e.g. on their mobile phones, but 
 CD such as Richard 

hillips’ Problem Pictures and Problem Pictures Themes from  

 
H
added to the image: (0,0), (3,2.8) 
and (6,0).  Working from the basic 
y = x2 graph we can explore how 
to raise its vertex by 2

ow to translate it byh
horizontally, as well as how to 
make it “sad” but not “too sad”!   
 
A much simpler approach is 
afforded by the TI-Nspire 
software, where you can plot the 
graph of y = x2 and drag its ver
to the plotted point (3,2.8).  You 
c
that one of them passes throu
e.g. (0,0) and then see wh
 
 
In this example we used a still pho
water droplets following more or le
people now have access to a dig
pictures can also be found e.g. in Google image search, and on

e’s equation has become. 

P



http://www.badseypublications.co.uk/.  A free gallery of such images is on the 
ATM/MA CD-ROM which was distributed to all schools in 2006 and which can be 
obtained with the book  Integrating ICT into the Mathematics Classroom: 
http://www.atm.org.uk/buyonline/products/rea025.html.     
 
There are also readily available tools to explore the actual trajectory of a moving 
object from a video clip.  Many digital cameras have a movie mode for recordi
short clips – typically 320 by 240 pixels at 25 frames per second stored in what is 
called “avi” format.  Similarly digital camcorders usually allow recording in
of formats – so quite a low resolution one will work fine.  The main thing about 

ng 

 a variety 

nalysis from video clips is that the camera 

 to 

a
should be kept still, preferably using a tripod, and 
at a fair distance from the moving object to 
reduce parallax.  Video clips can also be found 
on the web, such as via You-tube.  You may 
need to extract a short clip from a longer one, 
and perhaps convert from one video format
another.  Useful tools are Windows Moviemaker 
(free) 
from:http://www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/usin
g/moviemaker/default.mspx and Total Video
Convertor (free download, and $40 to register) 
from 

 

http://www.effectmatrix.com/total-video-
converter/.    
 
One free tool for video analysis is the MA/Skoool 
Mathematical Toolkit. The image here uses a 
video clip which I took in a school sports hall on 
my Fuji Finepix camera, converted to a Flash vid
of one of the s

eo
tock of 6 video clips in the Toolkit directory.  I have adjusted the scales 

 that the origin is vertically below the base board, and the basket support is at 
hen step through the clip, frame by 

e basket-ball in flight.  Once you have 
eed to fit a model by trying various 

 

e

 format (swf) and saved in place 

so
(0,3), corresponding to a height of 3m.  You can t
frame, and place a point on the position of th
enough of these annotated points you can proc
quadratic functions.  While we usually approach these at KS3/4 mathematics using 
polynomial notation: f(x) = ax2+bx+c, for modelling it makes more sense to use 
“transformational” notation:  f(x) = p + q(x+r)2.   
Quite a number of schools, particularly specialist sports colleges, are buying 
expensive sports video analysis 
software such as Dartfish, Swinger 
and Kandle.  There are also two
completely free Open Source 
Physics applets: Vidshell 
(http://www.webphysics.nhctc.
du/vidshell/vidshell.html) and 
Tracker 2 
(http://www.cabrillo.edu/~dbrow
n/tracker/).  
Tracker is a Java applet whi
run in any web-browser, and so 
can even be used on the Asus
mini-book.  As well as letting yo

ch will 

 
u 

http://www.badseypublications.co.uk/
http://www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/using/moviemaker/default.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/using/moviemaker/default.mspx
http://www.effectmatrix.com/total-video-converter/
http://www.effectmatrix.com/total-video-converter/
http://www.webphysics.nhctc.edu/vidshell/vidshell.html
http://www.webphysics.nhctc.edu/vidshell/vidshell.html
http://www.webphysics.nhctc.edu/vidshell/vidshell.html
http://www.webphysics.nhctc.edu/vidshell/vidshell.html
http://www.webphysics.nhctc.edu/vidshell/vidshell.html


calibrate the image using any pair of points to which you ascribe coordinates – suc
as (0,0) and (0,3) – you can add axes, track the positions of an object, bu
table of (t,x,y) coordinates and plot a scatterg

h 
ilt up a 

raph of any coordinate against 

w 

nt velocity) and y against t 
onstant acceleration) – and explain, for example, how to find the time taken to 

uld enter functions for x(t) and y(t) and see that the 

ort 

another.   
 
Using a right-click on the graphing window you can bring up the `Analyze’ windo
in which you can explore your own model, or find least-squares, best-fit, models.  
Here you can now find models for x against t (consta
(c
reach the highest point.  You can also graph the horizontal or vertical velocities 
against t and see these are constant or linear – and thus find the time when the 
vertical velocity is zero…  
Alternatively you can copy and paste the data from the table into e.g. Excel, TI 
InterActive! or TI-Nspire to complete the analysis there.  For higher level work this 
makes a good introduction to parametric equations – and so with tools like 
Autograph or TI-Nspire you co
parametric graph is indeed the trajectory of the ball. 
 
You will find a video on Teachers’ TV showing cross-curricular work at Henry C
Science College in Fareham, Hants: http://www.teachers.tv/video/19119.  Here 
pupils take digital video clips in PE and sports lessons, edit them in ICT lessons, and 

se them within science and maths lessons.  The DT department has been 
 
ints 

rd 

u
developing a series of launching devices for model aircraft, table-tennis balls and
tennis balls.  The maths teacher uses the older Vidshell software and when the po
have been annotated the pupils use Ctrl-PrtScr to copy the window to the clipboa
and hence to paste it as the background in Geometer’s Sketchpad, where the 
pupils scale the axes and draw the graphs.  Another Teachers’ TV programme has 
interesting materials on quadratic functions in skydiving and motor-bike stunts: 
http://www.teachers.tv/video/1849 .  
 

http://www.teachers.tv/video/19119


Other ideas for using ICT to explore quadratic functions are: 
 
2.1.1.  Take braking distance data from the Highway code: 
http://www.highwaycode.gov.uk/09.htm.  
            Draw a scattergram of braking distance against time, and fit a quadratic 
function to it. 
 

 
 
2.1.2.  Use a Texas Instruments CBR or Vernier 
GoMotion! data-logger with a TI-Nspire hand-
held unit, a TI-84 graphical calculator or TI-
Nspire software to record the heights of a 
bouncing ball and to plot a scattergraph of 
height against time. Here you could model 
any one of the bounces with a quadratic 
function.   
 
But would it make sense to try to find a 
quadratic function which passes through the 
maximum of each bounce? 
 
You could also ask pupils to walk towards and 
away from a CBR so that the distance-time 
graph looks like a parabola. 
 
 
2.1.3. Use dynamic geometry 
software to explore the locus of a 
point which moves so that its 
distance from a fixed point F is 
always the same as from a straight 
line AB (not passing through F).   
Here the point P is free to slide on t
segment AB.  We need to cons
a point Q so that FQ = QP, i.e. so that
FPQ is an isosceles triangle.  He
Q must be the intersection of the
perpendicular bisector of the base
FP and the perpendicular to AB 
through P.  The locus of Q is drawn 
on axes and we can try to fit a quadratic function to it.  Geometrically we ca
of MQ is being locally the position of a mirror at Q reflecting light from F parallel
the y-axis (the principle of a car’s headlamp or torch) and vice versa – reflecting

he 
truct 

 
nce 

 
 

n think 
 to 

 

http://www.highwaycode.gov.uk/09.htm


parallel incoming light through the focus F (the principle of the reflecting telescop
or satellite dish).   

e 

2 

ula 

 
One of the aims of this collection of approaches is to help students realise that even 
apparently “dry” parts of mathematics can have relevance to their own experience 
and to making their lives more enjoyable – if indeed that’s what a satellite dish does! 
2.2. Exploring sequences 
Once again this is a topic which can be, and often is, taught as a self-contained 
“bite-sized” chunk – with no reference to contexts.  So again the challenge is to 
cover the knowledge, skills and understanding required by the curriculum but also to 
make it as relevant, interesting and challenging as possible.  So let’s take a simple 
starting point: the general linear sequence given by un+1 = un + c , where u0 and c 
are given constants and n = 0,1,2,3,….  e.g.  3, 7, 11, 15, .. – the classic “guess my 
rule” kind of puzzle which leads to the general term being given by un = u0 + cn .  So 
once again we could think about having data in two lists, plotting data points (n, cn) 
on a scattergram and fitting a function.  Obvious tools to use could be spreadsheets 
(e.g. Excel, or those in TI InterActive! and TI-Nspire), lists in data-handling software 
(e.g. Fathom, or in the TI-84 graphical calculator), any graphing package which will 
plot lists of data (e.g. Autograph, or 
dynamic geometry like Sketchpad, 
Cabri II Plus or Geogebra).  The screen 
below shows a TI-Nspire page split 
between a Lists & Spreadsheet view 
and a Graphs & Geometry view.  The 
key formula is in cell B2 – which gives 
the rule which will be repeatedly 
applied to generate terms of the 
sequence.  Cell C1 holds the constant 
c, and the reference c$1is 
“spreadsheet talk” for an absolute 
reference to a cell.  Highlighting cell B
you can drag down the formula to fill 
any part of the B column.  The form
for B3 = b2 + c$1, for B4 = b3 + c$1 etc.  Similarly A2 = a1 + 1, A3 = a2 + 1 etc.  So the 
whole system is defined by three constants in A1 (n = 0), B1 (u0 = 3) and C1 (c = 4) 
and two formulae: A2 = a1 + 1 and B2 = b1 + c$1.  The table is completed by 
dragging cells A2 and B2 down.   
On the Graphs view the scattergram is 
plotted for the list un against n.  Using 
the Function plot you can 
superimpose any straight line graph 
e.g. f(x) = x.  This straight line, like the 
quadratic above in 2.1, can be 
dragged to vary both its intercept and 
slope.  So again we have an ICT tool 
to help fit a function to data by eye.  
But of course many ICT tools also allow 
us to find a best-fit model (regression 
equation). 
On a new page we have a Calculator 
view which finds the linear regression 



model of the form y = mx + b which best-fits the (n,un) data, and a Graphs view on 
which we can see the result of graphing the model over the scattergram. 
 
Well – no interesting context here, yet, but we now have a powerful ICT test-bed for 
exploring any term-to-term sequence just by changing the rule in cell B2.  Of course 
there are plenty of contexts in which linear sequences such as this are to be found – 
including payment plans for mobile phones, car-hire etc., motion with constant 
velocity, converting between units…  In fact it’s quite a nice exercise to reverse the 
question, along the lines of “If 42 is the answer, what’s the question?” from Ahmed A 
(1987) Better Mathematics HMSO: London.  A much underused approach is to ask 
for a qualitative, rather than a quantitative or symbolic, interpretation of a data set 
or a graph.  For example here is a graph I often use as an “ice-breaker” if invited to 
speak at a French conference. 
Can you think of any contexts in which a graph like this might arise?  I’ll save my 
answer to the end!  
  
For now let’s return to the additive 
sequence which generated numbers in a 
linear pattern.  Suppose we replace the 
addition sign by a multiplication sign? 
Can you think what sorts of patterns might 
now be created?  The additive sequence 
need not necessarily be an increasing 
sequence – we could have a negative 
value for c.  Does a multiplicative sequence 
have to be an increasing one?  If not, what 
sorts of values for c would produce a 
decreasing sequence?  What’s the 
difference between the ways in which 
additive and multiplicative sequences 
increase or decrease?  These ideas are absolutely key ones in mathematical 
modelling particularly in the sciences.  
 
So here is the result shown in TI-
Nspire, with the formula for B2 = 
b1*c$1.  In this case I have used c = 
2, so that the sequence 10, 20, 40, 
80, ..  goes up by doubling.  The split 
screen on the right shows the (u,un) 
data plotted on two different 
vertical scales.  Students may well 
have heard of chain reactions in 
science – and here we do indeed 
have an exponential growth 
pattern of the form: 
un = u0.cn .  Before we get too strung 
up on the word “exponential” 
remember that we have no need t
bring the constant e into the discussion (although some pupils may have heard of it).  
Here “exponent” just means “raised to a power” – so just as an additive sequ
produces data modelled by a linear function y = cx + u, so a multiplicativ

o 

ence 
e 



sequence produces data modelled by a power (or exponential) function y = u.c
was in his “Essay on the Principle of Population”, 1798, that the English clergyman, 
Thomas Malthus gave rise to the study we now know as demography.  He w
“I think I may fairly make t

x .  It 

rote: 
wo postulata.  

e of man.  
ssary and will remain nearly in 

 postulata as granted, I say, that the power of population is 

ill shew 

 little “Googling” reveals quite a bit about the man, e.g. in the BBC history site: 

First, That food is necessary to the existenc
Secondly, That the passion between the sexes is nece
its present state.  
Assuming then my
indefinitely greater than the power in the earth to produce subsistence for man.  
Population, when unchecked, increases in a geometrical ratio. Subsistence 
increases only in an arithmetical ratio. A slight acquaintance with numbers w
the immensity of the first power in comparison of the second.”  
 
A
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/historic_figures/malthus_thomas.shtml  
and many modern references to his ideas, such as in the BBC Newsnight blog:  
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/newsnight/2007/03/how_ethical_is_my_baby.html.  
Yet it is very revealing how hard it is to find readable accounts of the underlying 
mathematics and its graphs.  So here is plenty of scope for cross-curricular work w
maths, geography, science and ICT! 
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that roughly explains the time periods 
involved in exponential growth at a 
constant rate. For example, if growth
measured annually then a 1% growth ra
results in a doubling every 70 years. At 2% 
doubling occurs every 35 years.  
 
C
to investigate this idea?  Remember that
a 1% growth rate corresponds to a multipli
exponential growth models are exponential decay ones.  Practical data can be
obtained from simple experiments using simple and relatively cheap apparatus.  S
rather than measure radioactive 
decay we’ll use data first from a 
very simple DC circuit, and then 
from a cooling experiment.   
 

 of 1.01 etc.  Easier to illustrate than 

F
voltage probe and Go!Link USB 
connection with the Logger Lite 
software to plot the discharge of
220 μF capacitor wired in parallel 
with a 100 kΩ resistor across a 9V 
cell shown in the photograph.   
The circuit diagram shown was d n the latest Yenka version of the Crocodile 
Clips software used extensively in CDT – this software, as you can see, also lets you 
simulate the circuit, capture data on a graph and export it as a data file. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malthusian_growth_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malthusian_growth_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rule_of_70


 
We can copy and paste 
the data into any suitable 
software for analysis.  In the 
Excel 2007 spreadsheet 
shown, cell D2 holds the 
decay rate k for the model:  
V = B$2*kt  where B$2 holds 
the initial voltage.  The 
graph of the model is shown 
in brown.  Excel 2007 has a 
range of “trendline” models (i.e. regression) available, including exponential.  Here 
Excel produces the formula in the form y = 8.838e-0.045x.  In cell G18 we have 
evaluated the exponential part to give the “best-fit” value 0.956 of the decay 
constant k.   
 
The importance of this kind of model came home to me when I took a party of Y12 
students to Harwell, where they were irradiating gold needles for cancer operations 
all over Europe which had to leave Harwell irradiated to just the right level so that 
the decay in irradiation during transit brought the needle to just the right level for the 
procedure in the operating theatre in Rome, say. 
  
In a similar way we can easily explore another decay model – Newton’s law of 
cooling.  Here we use a Vernier Go! Temp probe connected to the USB port of a 
laptop running TI-Nspire for a duration of 180 seconds with a sample taken every 
second.  The probe was removed from a mug of hot tea and allowed to cool in air.  
The first spreadsheet shows the sampled data, and column C holds the ratio of 
successive values of the temperature, which is used to estimate the decay ration in 
the first model.  However the probe will not cool to zero, but will stabilise at the 
temperature of the ambient environment, 15° C.  So the second spreadsheet shows 
an attempt at making a refined model by defining column B, called “excess”, to 
hold the temperatures minus 15.  Column C holds the new ratios.  This produces the 
much improved model shown in the graph window.  The common feature in the 
decay models is “the greater the quantity, the faster the rate of decay” – which 
paves the way for introducing the equation dy/dx = k.y at A-level – and hence the 
role of the exponential function. 
 

  
 
“Scene of crime” and “forensic science” TV programmes have become surprisingly 
popular, such as the “Numb3rs”series.  One obvious application of Newton’s law of 



cooling is that used by pathologists to estimate the time of death from blood 
temperature.  Another important application which students might investigate is the 
use of the decay of radioactive Carbon-14 to date historical artefacts such as the 
Winchester “Round Table”, allegedly that of Arthurian legend, and the renowned 
case of the Turin Shroud.  There are many other fruitful avenues to explore for which 
we do not have space here such as: Fibonacci sequence, spread of infection, 
competing species, host-parasite, terminal velocity, logistic population growth etc.  
Search for names such as Lotka-Voltera, Verhulst and Fry Richardson. 
 
2.3. Working in 3D 
The Royal Society/JMC report on “Teaching and Learning Geometry 11-19”, 
recommended more effective use of ICT and more work in 3D: 
http://royalsociety.org/document.asp?id=1420.  Fortunately there are now some 
powerful ICT tools to help us to meet both recommendations.  The three main ones, 
in order of complexity, are Yenka 3D, Cabri 3D and Autograph v3.2. Each is shown 
below, impressively displaying the intersection of three cylinders, yet each was built 
in a quite different way.  In Yenka you work with basic building blocks which you can 
drag into a scene, resize, reposition, reorientate and recolour.  In Cabri 3D you must 
first create a circle as base and a vector as axis from which to construct a cylinder – 
on which you can perform transformations, such as rotations to  construct further 
copies, each of which can be recoloured.   
 

   
In Autograph you need to find the Cartesian equations of the cylinders – for 
example x2+y2=r2 is that of a circle in 2D, so in 3D any point (x,y,z) for which x and y 
satisfy the equation will lie on the surface made up by circles of radius r strung along 
the z-axis i.e. a cylinder. In a very simplistic way we could think of Yenka as being 
mainly a primary, Cabri 3D a secondary and Autograph a sixth-form tool. 
First a note of warning – when an ICT advocate, like me, suggests using some 
software in teaching a topic it does not imply any suggestion to abandon other 
more frequently used techniques, particularly practical ones such as sketching, 
making, measuring etc. – far from it.  The challenge is to integrate the various 
pedagogies in a way which best supports the learning. 
 
As a simple example of 3D exploration aided 
by ICT lets look at some things to do with 
cubes.  Here is an example of using Yenka to 
explore the folding up of nets.  The basic net 
is made by using six separate squares 
dragged from the 2D-shapes menu onto the 
grid.  The top and bottom surfaces of each 
square are set to different colours and then 

http://royalsociety.org/document.asp?id=1420


pulled into place – which creates “hinges” - to form the potential net.  Then corners 
can be selected to fold up the net manually, so you can easily see whether or not 
the arrangement of the squares will be a net for the cube.  The great news is that 
the basic 3D Yenka tool is now a free download: 
http://www.yenka.com/Yenka/Yenka_Downloads/.   
 
As you might expect, the features of Cabri 3D are far more extensive.  In this 
sequence of images a cube has been created with a face in the ground plane, 
centred at the origin and with the point A as one vertex.  Its display has been 
selected to be hatched so we can see into it.  Points P,Q,R are constructed as the 
midpoints of three adjacent edges and used to form the vertices of a triangle.  The 
cube has been “sliced” by the plane defined by PQR to produce the solid shown. 
The new polyhedron has been “opened” so that we can fold up its faces to see how 
its net will look.  Finally we have added a “net view” so we have template from 
which to make a model of the solid. 
 

    
 
As a final glimpse of the kind of challenges we can now tackle in Cabri 3D here is a 
sequence about planes of symmetry of a cube.  
What shape is the quadrilateral 
AB’C’D?  Is it a plane of symmetry of 
the cube?  How many different 
quadrilaterals are formed by pairs of 
opposite edges?   
What shape is quadrilateral KK’M’M? Is 
it a plane of symmetry of the cube?  
How many different quadrilaterals are 
formed by midpoints of parallel edges? 
  
 
What shape is the quadrilateral AQC’S? 
Is it a plane of symmetry of the cube?  If 
you cut away the half of the cube 
containing the vertex A’ what sort of 
object remains?  If you reflect this solid in 
the plane formed by the quadrilateral 
will a vertex such as B reflect onto one of 
the previous vertices A’,B’ or D’?   
 
Can you imagine what the solid formed by the half-cube and 
its reflection would look like?  Of course these examples are 
not rooted in a realistic context, but we all inhabit a 3D world 
which abounds in objects suitable for modelling in such 

http://www.yenka.com/Yenka/Yenka_Downloads/


software.  See, for example, the article “Cubism and Cabri” in Mathematics 
Teaching MT206 http://www.atm.org.uk/mt/  
Another good source of modelling challenges comes from crystal and molecular 
structures in science.  Supporting materials for modelling with Cabri 3D can be found 
at: http://www.counton.org/cabri/index.htm.  You can download a free trial version 
from: http://www.chartwellyorke.com/cabri3d/demo.html.  Cabri 3D models can 
also be easily exported to web-pages where they can be used for live interactions 
by anyone who has installed the free “plug-ins” also available from that last url.    
 
By the way, the “ice-breaker” graph in 2.2 represents an estimate of my ability to 
speak French (on a scale from 0-100) against the number of glasses of wine I have 
drunk! 
 
3. Sharing   
This article (or booklet, rather!) has attempted to show just some of the range of ICT 
approaches which can, and have, been used to make teaching and learning a 
more stimulating and rewarding experience for both students and teachers.  It has 
also tried to suggest ways in which topics might be related to other subject areas to 
make the curriculum more “joined up” for pupils, especially in the context of the 
current emphasis on STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics).  
Very few teachers will have the confidence initially to explore anything like such a 
range.  This is why embedding the use of ICT in classroom teaching is a whole school 
issue.  Within a mathematics department one model is that different teachers take 
on the role of “coach” for a particular title or class of software.  So A might become 
the specialist in graphing, and help support colleagues in the use of chosen software 
such as Autograph, Omnigraph, TI-Nspire and/or graphical calculators, whereas B 
could fulfil a similar role for geometry using e.g. Cabri, Sketchpad, Geogebra and/or 
Yenka. The role need not mean producing materials from scratch – but also include 
hunting for sources of good example resources, lesson plans etc. e.g. from the 
“Practical Support Pack” for ICT: http://www.dfes.gov.uk/psp/subject.aspx?t=2&s=10 
.  Some of these resources may be suitable for use in your school as they “come out 
of the box”, but you are more likely to want to personalise them in some way so that 
they include references to things local to your school or neighbourhood, or to the 
current interests of your staff and students.  So adapting, or “tweaking”, materials is 
one easy way of starting to engage with some of the facilities of your chosen 
software.  Of course it is always helpful to be in contact with fellow teachers with 
whom to exchange information and experiences.  This may be through local 
“cluster” or LA meetings.  You can also subscribe, free, to the “ICT in mathematics” 
community at the NCETM – or set up your own community.  See e.g.:  
http://www.ncetm.org.uk/Default.aspx?page=14&module=com&mode=102&comci
d=241. 
 
4. Where to look 
Here are some urls of sites where you can find support in using digital resources in 
your teaching:  
 
4.1. Government funded  

The NCETM http://www.ncetm.org.uk/resources  
Count on http://www.counton.org/  

 
4.2. National  

http://www.atm.org.uk/mt/
http://www.counton.org/cabri/index.htm
http://www.chartwellyorke.com/cabri3d/demo.html
http://www.dfes.gov.uk/psp/subject.aspx?t=2&s=10
http://www.ncetm.org.uk/Default.aspx?page=14&module=com&mode=102&comcid=241
http://www.ncetm.org.uk/Default.aspx?page=14&module=com&mode=102&comcid=241
http://www.ncetm.org.uk/resources
http://www.counton.org/


MEI  http://www.mei.org.uk/meiresources/teacher_support.shtml  
NRich  http://nrich.maths.org/public/index.php?  
TeacherNet

 http://www.teachernet.gov.uk/teachingandlearning/subjects/maths/
Teacher Resource Exchange http://tre.ngfl.gov.uk/  

 
4.3. Commercial 

Chartwell-Yorke http://www.chartwellyorke.com/  
TES  http://www.tes.co.uk/resources/home.aspx  

 
4.4. Regional 

London Grid for Learning http://cms.lgfl.net/lgfl/web/maths/ks3
 
4.5. Subject Associations 

ATM  http://www.atm.org.uk/free-resources/  
MA  http://www.m-a.org.uk/teaching_mathematics_with_ict/  
RSS   http://www.rsscse.org.uk/resources/schools.asp  

http://www.experimentsatschool.org.uk/main/
http://www.pgcecd.co.uk/Home.html  

 
4.6. Enthusiasts  

Douglas Butler http://www.tsm-resources.com/  
Bryan Dye http://www.mathsnet.net/  
Adrian Oldknow http://www.adrianoldknow.org.uk  
Sidney Tyrrell  http://www.coventry.ac.uk/ec/~styrrell/resource.htm  
Waldo maths http://www.waldomaths.com/
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http://tre.ngfl.gov.uk/
http://www.chartwellyorke.com/
http://www.tes.co.uk/resources/home.aspx
http://cms.lgfl.net/lgfl/web/maths/ks3
http://www.atm.org.uk/free-resources/
http://www.m-a.org.uk/teaching_mathematics_with_ict/
http://www.rsscse.org.uk/resources/schools.asp
http://www.experimentsatschool.org.uk/main/
http://www.pgcecd.co.uk/Home.html
http://www.tsm-resources.com/
http://www.mathsnet.net/
http://www.adrianoldknow.org.uk/
http://www.coventry.ac.uk/ec/%7Estyrrell/resource.htm
http://www.waldomaths.com/

	The images of road signs are included in the gallery of free photographs on the ATM/MA CD – and many more interesting pictures can be obtained from http://www.problempictures.co.uk/.  Of course you and/or your pupils can also take your own digital photos, or hunt for them on the Internet e.g. with Google Image Search.  The use of graphical calculators for straight line graphs is also illustrated in the Teachers’ TV programme at: http://www.teachers.tv/video/154. An archived article from Micromaths 19/2 can be retrieved as a pdf file by following the link to “Mathematics from still and video images” at: http://www.atm.org.uk/mt/micromath/mm192oldknowa.pdf
	Several mathematics packages allow you to use a digital image as the background for dynamic geometry, graphing or both.  These include Cabri II Plus, Sketchpad, Geogebra, Autograph and Excel.  
	An archived article from Micromaths 19/2 can be retrieved as a pdf file by following the link to: “Geometric and algebraic modelling with dynamic geometry software”: 

